
Preface

The primary sources of data in seismology are seismic records at the Earth’s surface
of natural or man-made events. The object of modern seismic analysis is to extract
as much information as possible from these surface records about the nature of the
seismic parameter distribution with the Earth and the source which generated the
waves.

One of the most important techniques which has been developed in recent years
is the construction of theoretical seismograms, as an aid to structural and source
studies. In order to model such seismograms we must take into account the
generation of seismic waves by the source, the passage of these waves through
the Earth, and their subsequent detection and recording at the receiver.

In this book I have endeavoured to present a unified account of seismic waves
in stratified media. The emphasis is on the propagation of seismic waves in
realistic earth models, and the way in which this can be understood in terms of
the reflection and transmission properties of portions of the stratification. With this
approach I have tried to show the interrelation between the major methods used
for the calculation of theoretical seismograms, and to indicate the circumstances in
which they are most useful. The theoretical techniques developed in this book are
applicable to a wide range of problems with distance scales which vary from a few
kilometres in geophysical prospecting, to many thousands of kilometres for seismic
phases returned from the Earth’s core. These applications are illustrated by using
examples taken from reflection and refraction seismic work, as well as earthquake
studies.

I have assumed an acquaintance with the basics of elastodynamics see, e.g.,
Hudson (1980), and the elements of geometrical ray theory. I have not repeated
material which is available in many other sources. Thus, there is no discussion of
the classical Lamb’s problem for a uniform half space, but I present a physically
based description of the more general problem of the excitation of seismic waves
in a stratified half space.

Very low frequency seismic wave problems involve the properties of the whole
Earth; these are best studied in terms of the free oscillations of the Earth and are not
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treated here. A description of this approach may be found in the book by Lapwood
& Usami (1981).

This book is a revised version of an essay which shared the Adams’ Prize, in the
University of Cambridge, for 1979–1980. The material has grown out of lectures
for graduate students given at the University of California, San Diego, and for the
Mathematical Tripos Part III at the University of Cambridge. The manuscript was
prepared whilst I was a Visiting Fellow at the Cooperative Institute for Research
in the Environmental Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, and I am very
grateful for the generous provision of facilities during my stay.

I would like to thank my research students N.J. Kerry, T.J. Clarke and M.R.
Illingworth, who have done much to shape my ideas on seismic wave propagation,
for their help and criticism. I have tried to illustrate many of the seismic wave
phenomena with actual seismograms and I extend my thanks to the many people
who have helped me in my search for such examples. I am grateful to the Royal
Astronomical Society for permission to reproduce a number of diagrams from the
Geophysical Journal, and to the National Center for Earthquake Research, U.S.
Geological Survey for the provision of figures.

Finally I would like to thank my wife, Heather, without whom this book would
never have been finished.

B.L.N. Kennett

This ANU E-Press Edition has been produced by converting the originaltroff
source to LaTeX. In the process some minor changes to notation have been made to
aid clarity. An appendix is introduced to provide a definition of the notation. The
index has also been reworked to reflect the changed page layout.
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